DOZENS OF NEW BOOK SELECTIONS ADDED SINCE OUR LAST CATALOG

TBR CHRISTMAS CATALOG
ITEMS MARKED “NEW” DID NOT APPEAR IN THE BARNES REVIEW’S LAST BOOK CATALOG

Exciting New Book Arrivals!
Solving History’s Mysteries:
17 Tales of Mystery & Historical Intrigue

The Search for Life on Mars:
The Greatest Detective Story of All Time

NEW: A special collection of 17 tales of mystery and adventure compiled from the annals of TBR history magazine. Chapters discuss:
What really caused the Chicago fire and the fires that tore across
swaths of Michigan the same day; what killed the Dyatlov Pass adventurers; the volcanic eruption that nearly wiped out mankind; Glen
Miller’s mysterious death; the 1936 “Death Hike;” Heavener rune
stone reveals fate of French explorer; the search for explorer Percy
Fawcett; truth about Fort Pillow; Germany’s WWII Antarctic mission;
inexplicable out-of-place objects; how the bankers caused WWI; Axis
POW escapes Allied captivity in North America; White slave of the
Nootka; Masons on Oak Island; lost ancient inventions; Osage murder
mystery; more. Softcover, 163 pages, #926, $17.

NEW: Mars is the most likely other habitat for life in our solar
system. Now the Red Planet is coming under scrutiny as never before.
New missions have been launched from the United States and China,
and the ExoMars mission is scheduled for this year. This book recounts in full the greatest scientific detective story ever—the search
for life and the efforts underway to find it on Mars. This is the definitive story of how life will be found somewhere and sometime this
century. Based on more than 100 interviews with experts at NASA’s
Jet Propulsion Laboratory and elsewhere, this is the one book on
Mars you need to read. Softcover, 424 pages, #932, $18.

Survivors of Atlantis:
Their Impact on World Culture
NEW: Ancient Indian tradition speaks of fair-skinned mariners who
“dug out the shiny bones” of the Earth Mother. Plato, meanwhile,
recorded that “Atlanteans” had an exceptionally high grade of copper
no longer available in his time. Author Frank Joseph argues that the
real copper miners were survivors of a great cataclysm and that the
destruction of an advanced ancient culture by war and natural causes
brought about the end of the Bronze Age. Survivors dispersed from
their former empire into Europe, the Near East and North and South
America. Survivors of Atlantis provides an in-depth study of the four
great cosmic catastrophes and how this quartet of natural disasters
was followed by mass migrations recorded by the Incas, Kelts, Greeks
and Aztecs. Where science meets mythology, a common thread is exposed: the legendary Atlantis. Softcover, 280 pages, #943, $16.

America Before: The Key to Earth’s Lost Civilization
NEW: Was an advanced civilization lost to history in the global cataclysm that ended the last Ice Age? Bestselling author Graham Hancock has made it his life’s work to find out. Hancock draws on the latest archaeological and DNA evidence to bring his quest to a stunning
conclusion—one that could change the timeline of history. We’ve
been taught that North and South America were empty of humans
until around 13,000 years ago. New discoveries have radically reshaped
this stale narrative. We now know that the Americas were peopled
more than 130,000 years ago. Hancock’s research takes us on a scientific journey from the Mississippi Valley to the Amazon rainforest
and reveals that ancient “New World” cultures share a legacy of advanced knowledge and spiritual beliefs with supposedly unconnected
“Old World” cultures. Have archaeologists focused for too long only
on the Old World in their search for the origins of civilization? Hancock offers compelling proof from across the Americas that will make
you wonder. Softcover, 608 pages, #949, $20.
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More New History Books!
Classic Essays on the Jewish Question: 1850 to 1945
NEW: Uncensored essays from such well-known figures as Richard
Wagner, Fyodor Dostoyevsky and Theodor Fritsch to virtual unknowns like Frederick Millingen and Wilhelm Marr discuss the most
taboo subject of all. Their words are potent, compelling and “racist.”
Now, for the first time, 16 classic essays on this issue are compiled
into a single volume. These essays are difficult to find, even in the internet age, for obvious reasons. These kinds of essays are not only
frowned upon in America, several states are pushing for an outright
ban if not future criminalization for those writing or distributing
them. In Europe, as we all know, dozens of nations have passed laws
making open discussion of this issue a criminal offense. When found,
these essays are almost always incomplete. When found complete,
they are poorly translated and edited. The aim of the present book is
to alleviate this shortcoming and to offer full information so readers
can decide for themselves if the authors contained herein are blazing
“anti-Semites” or actually have a reasonable cause for concern. Softcover, 370 pages, #931, $23.

The Spy Who Changed History: The Untold Story of
How the Soviet Union Stole America’s Top Secrets
NEW: By Svetlana Lokhova. On the trail of Soviet infiltrator Stanislav
Shumovsky, codenamed Agent Blériot, author Svetlana Lokhova
takes the reader on a thrilling journey through Josef Stalin’s most
audacious intelligence operation. In September 1931, Soviet spy Stanislav Shumovsky walked down the gangplank of the SS Europa and
into New York, concealed in a group of 65 Soviet students. Stalin
had sent him to acquire U.S. secrets to help close the USSR’s massive
technology gap. The road to victory began in the classrooms and laboratories of MIT. Using information gleaned from this mission, the
USSR transformed itself into a military powerhouse able to defeat
Hitler’s Germany. Then, in 1947, American innovation exfiltrated
by Shumovsky made it possible to build and unveil the most advanced
strategic bomber in the world. Later, other MIT-trained Soviet spies
would acquire the secrets of the Manhattan Project. Lokhova takes
the reader on a journey through Stalin’s most audacious intelligence
operation, piecing together every aspect of Shumovsky’s life and
character using information derived from American and Russian archives. It is a lesson for us all. Hardback, 496 pages, #947, $30.

War on the Border: Villa, Pershing, the
Texas Rangers & an American Invasion
NEW: Jeff Guinn tells the riveting narrative of Pancho Villa’s bloody
raid on a U.S. border town that sparked a violent conflict with the
U.S.A. The “Punitive Expedition” was launched in retaliation under
Gen. John J. Pershing and brought together the Army, National
Guard and the Texas Rangers—who were little more than organized
vigilantes at the time. Opposing this brigade was Pancho Villa, a
guerrilla fighter who commanded a motley force of conscripts in
Mexico. This was the first time the Army used autos and trucks, limited in value in Mexico, a country with no paved roads or gas stations.
Curtiss Jenny airplanes did reconnaissance, another first. But, despite
some bloody encounters, the expedition eventually withdrew without
capturing Villa. Today, the U.S.-Mexico border remains as vexed
and volatile as ever. Some “political correctness” here and there, but
a valuable book. Hardback, 368 pages, #941, $28.

Secret History of the Wild, Wild West: Outlaws,
Secret Societies & the Hidden Agenda of the Elites
NEW: Author Daniel J. Duke—the great-great-grandson of Jesse
James—reveals that Jesse and other infamous outlaws were part of a
larger organization, centuries old, that has affected U.S. history from
the small, rural streets of early America to the highest levels of the
nation’s government, with continuing influence to this day. Drawing
on his great-great-grandfather’s secret diaries, Duke unravels the hidden history of the Wild West to expose the outlaws, politicians and
secret societies who were pulling strings behind the scenes. He examines Jesse’s close ties with notorious outlaws like Johnny Ringo,
Jesse Evans and Billy the Kid. He demonstrates how Jesse faked his
own death and lived out his life under an alias, and how Billy the Kid
did the same. He also details how both Jesse and Billy continued
their work for the nameless organization after their faked deaths.
Also explores how Jesse was related, by blood or marriage, to powerful
people in law enforcement, the Baylor family, Copperheads, Knights
of the Golden Circle, Lyndon Johnson, Harry Truman and Billie Sol
Estes. Exposing the secret agenda behind the outlaw gangs of the
Wild West, Duke also reveals the secret war between the secret organization and its opposition that has been waged in the shadows for
centuries. Softcover, 208 pages, #944, $17.
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Jesse James & the Lost Templar Treasure:
Secret Diaries, Coded Maps & the KGC

Lawbreaking Ladies: 50 Tales of Daring, Defiant
and Dangerous Women from History

COMPANION BOOK to The Secret History of the Wild, Wild West.
By Daniel J. Duke, great-great-grandson of Jesse James. Here is an
amazing investigation into the lost treasures of Jesse James and the
Knights of the Golden Circle and their connections to the Templars,
Rosicrucians and the Founding Fathers. Explains how Jesse made
maps using sacred geometry, gematria and esoteric symbols to hide
treasures he was entrusted with and encode his maps. Provides instructions for using the encoding template to recover treasure and
relics. Shows how the encoding template confirms the existence of
treasures on Oak Island and Victorio Peak and can be traced to a
16th-century book containing a secret map of the New World. Duke
reveals hidden treasures yet to be recovered as well as connections
between the infamous train robber and Freemasonry, the Knights
Templar, the Founding Fathers and even some ancient mysticism—
and how you might be able to find treasure yourself! Softcover, 160
pages, #868, $17.

NEW: Discover 50 fascinating tales of female pirates, fraudsters,
gamblers, bootleggers, serial killers, madams and outlaws in this illustrated book of lawbreaking and legendary women throughout the
ages. Many of us are familiar with the popular slogan “well-behaved
women seldom make history,” but that adage is taken to the next
level in this book, which looks at women from the past who weren’t
afraid to break the law, challenge their male counterparts or the idea
that women belong at home, barefoot and pregnant. From pirates to
madams, gamblers to bootleggers and outlaws, women throughout
the ages haven’t always decided to be sugar, spice and everything
nice, as you will see! In Lawbreaking Ladies, author Erika Owen tells
the stories of 50 remarkable women whose rebellious and often criminal acts ought to solidify their place in history. A perfect gift for true
crime fans and lovers of little-known women’s history, Lawbreaking
Ladies serves as an engaging and informative guide to gals who were
daring, defiant, and sometimes downright dangerous. Take a break
from the stress of the world and enjoy a completely different kind of
book—or purchase it as a gift for a naughty gal you know! Hardback,
208 pages, #948, $20.

A History of the World in 100 Animals—in color
NEW: Fully illustrated in color, a fascinating exploration of the 100
animals that have had the most profound influence on humanity
throughout the ages. The fact is, we humans are as much members
of the animal kingdom as the cats and dogs we surround ourselves
with, the cows and the fish we eat, and the bees who pollinate so
many of our food-plants. Award-winning author Simon Barnes selects
the 100 animals who have had the greatest impact on humanity and
on whom humanity has had the greatest effect. He shows how we
have domesticated animals for food and for transport, and how
animals powered agriculture, making civilization possible. He posits
that the wholesale slaughter of bison in the 19th century, for example,
was responsible for the United States becoming the nation it is today
because it removed a major resource for American Indians; that a
plague spread by fleas in 14th-century Europe led to changes in religion after the Black Death; and that whales changed human possibilities thanks to the oil made from their blubber, which provided illumination and made the night a time for productivity. He explains
how pigeons made possible the biggest single breakthrough in the
history of human thought and so much more. In short, he charts the
close relationship between humans and animals, finding examples
from around the planet that bring the story of life on Earth vividly to
life, with great insight and understanding. Vivid illustrations are a
bonus. Hardback, full color, 496 pages, 6 x 9, #930, $40.

American History Revised: 200 Startling Facts
That Never Made It Into the Textbooks
NEW: Author Seymour Morris Jr. colorfully illustrates—via the
200 historical vignettes that make up this book—that much of our
nation’s past is quite different—and far more remarkable—than we
thought. Though we do not necessarily agree with every single
conclusion contained in the hundreds of tales presented, it is loaded
with enough fascinating history to make it a very worthwhile gift
for a history professor, student or free-thinking young scholar.
Chapters: The biggest mistake the Ford Motor Co. ever made?
Eleanor Roosevelt and most women’s groups opposed the Equal
Rights Amendment? The No. 1 bestselling American book of all
time was written in just one day? The Dutch made a bad investment
when they bought Manhattan for $24? Two young girls aimed
someday to become first lady—and succeeded? Three times, a private
financier saved the United States from bankruptcy? Dozens more
fascinating and little-known facts about American history you may
not know. Organized into 10 thematic chapters, the book plumbs
American history’s least-known and sometimes shocking twists.
Softcover, 432 pages, #950, $20.
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Even More New History Books!
Patriot or Traitor: The Life and Death
of Sir Walter Ralegh
NEW: Sir Walter Ralegh—heroic, courageous, gifted, grasping, a
poet, politician and spy, an explorer, dreamer and schemer, an iconic
Renaissance man—lived an amazing life. The fifth son of a Devonshire
gentleman, he rose to become Queen Elizabeth’s favorite, only to be
charged with treason by her successor. Less than a year after the
death of Elizabeth I, Ralegh was in the Tower of London, watching
as the scene was set for his own execution. Patriot or Traitor tells the
dramatic story of his rise and fall. It is a beautifully written and impeccably researched biography. Finally, here is a fresh perspective on
one of the most colorful and controversial characters of the Tudor
and Stuart age. Historian Anna Beer brings Ralegh to life as never
before with colorful detail and astute interpretation as we follow Ralegh’s dramatic rise and disastrous fall. Nearly all of what we think we
know about Ralegh—potatoes, tobacco, spreading his cloak over a
muddy puddle etc—is fable. The real story is far more exciting. Softcover, 336 pages, #946, $18.

Johann Ewald: Jäeger Commander
NEW: Johann Ewald began as a commoner in one of the states of
the Holy Roman Empire who rose above the constraints of his time.
As a soldier, he fought in all of the great conflicts of the latter 18th
century, the Seven Years’ War, the American War of Independence
and the Napoleonic Wars. He keenly recorded his observations of
both the people he met and places he encountered throughout these
adventures. Ewald stood as one of the most accomplished practitioners
of irregular warfare in his era. Beginning his military career in the
Seven Years’ War, and continuing through the American War of Independence, he amassed a vast wealth of experience leading troops
in the art of petite guerre. He later wrote several works based on his
experiences, and at least one of these received the attention of Frederick the Great of Prussia. Among all but a small group of dedicated
scholars of the American Revolution, however, Ewald has vanished
into obscurity. There are no other English-language biographies of
Ewald. Instead of focusing on the great battles, however, James
McIntyre’s biography of Ewald focuses on the conduct of irregular
operations: raids, ambushes and the like. Note that the famed “Headless Horseman” was a Jäeger. Softcover, 400 pages, #954, $19.

Stalin’s War: A New History of WWII
NEW: Prize-winning historian Sean McMeekin reveals how Stalin
—not Hitler—was the driving force of World War II in this major
new history. WWII endures in the popular imagination as a heroic
struggle between good and evil, with villainous Hitler driving events.
But Hitler was not in power when the conflict erupted in Asia—and
he was dead before it ended. His armies did not fight in multiple
theaters, did not span the Eurasian continent, and he did not inherit
any of the spoils of war. Those belonged to Stalin. Drawing on new
research in Soviet, European and U.S. archives, Stalin’s War revolutionizes our understanding of this global conflict by moving its
epicenter to the east. McMeekin shows the war that emerged in Europe in 1939 was the one Stalin wanted, not Hitler. So, too, did the
Pacific war of 1941-1945 fulfill Stalin’s goal of unleashing a war between Japan and the “Anglo-Saxon” capitalist powers he viewed as
his ultimate adversary. Hardback, 864 pages, #927, $40.

Jewish Freemasonry
NEW: By Édouard Drumont & Nicolae Paulescu. Introduction by
Dr. Alexander Jacob. The two principal anti-Masonic texts presented
in this edition shed some light on the Jewish origins and ambitions
of the Freemasonic organization. The first of the texts is taken from
the French journalist Édouard Drumont’s famous work on the Jews
La France Juive: Essai d’histoire contemporain, 2 vols. (1886) while
the second is from the Romanian scientist and political activist Nicolae
Paulescu’s The Hospital, the Koran, the Talmud, the Kahal and Freemasonry (1913). Both authors discuss the contrast between the “Jewish character” of the Masonic ethos and the social doctrines of the
Catholic Church. The authors allege a prime goal of Masonry has always been to replace Christianity as a political force in the West. Softcover, 136 pages, #928, $15.

Mass Murder at Katyn
NEW: Here is the first-ever full English translation of the complete
forensic report by the German government detailing the mass murder
of Polish officers and officials by the Soviet Union’s secret police in
the Katyn Forest, originally published in 1943. Dismissed as “propaganda” and ignored for nearly 50 years, this report was completely
accurate, and, if anything, an understatement of the murderous nature
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of Soviet Bolshevism. The meticulous report starts with an overview
of the basic facts surrounding the discovery of the mass graves and
then produces a series of eyewitness accounts of the captive Poles
being transported to the site of the executions. Next, the reader is
given a thorough account of the environment and its effect upon
buried bodies—this establishes the time of death beyond question—
before providing a series of postmortem studies on the bodies. These
postmortem reports—carried out by an unbiased international team
of doctors, overseen by the Red Cross and Allied prisoners of war
brought in to observe proceedings—revealed that the victims had all
been executed by single shots to the back of the head—a merciless
and brutal way to individually execute the thousands of victims discovered in the mass graves. It also provides a full copy of the major
exchanges between the International Red Cross and other parties on
the matter, while the next section details the Allied response to the
revelations, which in summary consisted of a pretence that the murders
had not taken place, or, if they had, that they had been committed
by the Germans. Also includes a full list of the names of the victims
the postmortem investigations were able to identify and a complete
photo record of the graves, the postmortems and the items recovered
from the scene. Softcover, 290 pages, 8.5” x 11” format, #929, $28.

The Man in the Iron Mask:
The True Story of Europe’s Most Famous Prisoner
NEW: By Josephine Wilkinson. This book has all the hallmarks of a
thrilling adventure story: a glamorous and all-powerful king, ambitious
ministers, a cruel and despotic jailor, dark and sinister dungeons—
and a secret prisoner who actually existed. It is easy to forget that this
story, made famous by Alexandre Dumas, is that of a real person,
Eustache Dauger, who spent more than 30 years in the prison system
of Louis XIV’s France—never to be freed. This narrative brings to
life the true story of this mysterious man and follows his journey
through four prisons and across decades of time. It introduces the
reader to those with whom he shared his imprisonment, those who
had charge of him, and those who decided his tragic fate—and why
they viewed him as such a threat. The Man in the Iron Mask reveals
one of the most enduring mysteries of Louis XIV’s reign; but it is,
above all, a human story. Using contemporary documents, this book
shows what life was really like for state prisoners in seventeenthcentury France—and offers tantalizing insight into why this mysterious
man was arrested and why, several years later, his story would become
one of France’s most intriguing legends that still sparks debate and
controversy today. Hardback, 352 pages, #945, $29.

March of the Titans:
The Complete History of the White Race
NEW EDITION: Here it is: the complete and comprehensive history
of the White race—by prolific scholar Arthur Kemp—spanning 350
centuries of tumultuous events from the steppes of Eurasia to the African continent, to Asia, the Americas and beyond. Here is the inspirational story—vast visions, empires, achievements, triumphs against
staggering odds, reckless blunders, crushing defeats and stupendous
struggles. Covering every continent, every White culture group,
every White country both ancient and modern, it also steps back to
take a global view of the modern world and identifies the cause of
the collapse of ancient civilizations and the lessons modern White
Western society must learn to survive. Kemp spent more than 25
years traveling over four continents, doing primary research to compile
this unique book. There is no other book like it in existence—a book
to pass on from generation to generation, so that all will know the
true history of the White race. New deluxe softcover, signature sewn,
oversized, updated with 100 new pages—694 total pages with hundreds of B&W pictures, indexed, appendices, bibliography, chapters
on every conceivable White culture group, #464, now just $36.

Now I Know: The Soviets Invaded Wisconsin?!
... And 99 More Interesting Facts,
Plus the Amazing Stories Behind Them
NEW: A brand-new collection of fascinating facts spanning history
and sports to science and pop culture that will have you proudly stating, “Now I know!” Did you know that a measles outbreak led to
the assigning of phone numbers? How about the fact that pirates are
the reason we don’t use the metric system in the United States? Or
that there’s actually a reason why stepping on a LEGO hurts so
much? Now I Know: Soviets Invaded Wisconsin?! is the ultimate challenge for even the biggest trivia buff. From the time a tomato plant
stood up to a volcano to Portland’s great garbage battle of 2002,
this book will put your general knowledge to the test and explain the
most fascinating stories behind the world’s greatest facts. Based on
the very popular newsletter, you are guaranteed to learn something
new despite how much you already think you know. Covering 100
topics, the book will surprise any know-it-all who thinks they have
nothing new to learn. Of the hundreds of topics covered, you will
probably agree with the vast majority, though there are a few in here
where we are sure TBR subscribers know more than the author, but
still, a great book for you or a gift.Hardback, 288 pages, #951, $20.
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New: Nine Books—One Taboo Topic!

E

veryone has heard about that terrible topic known as Jewish Ritual Murder. Anybody who mentions it is branded as an anti-Semite.
Groups like the World Jewish Congress and the Anti-Defamation League (and their ilk spread across the globe) are happy to admonish
scholars about how evil it is to even imagine that Jews could do such a thing, ever, at any time in history. It was taken as fact that such
activities were impossible and the belief in them reflected deep defects in Christian or Muslim moral character. Starting in the 1990s, the
internet provided an easy opportunity to collect information on ritual murder of all kinds, not just by Jews, but by many cultures that practiced
such things including, for instance, the Aztecs. So, is it true or not? Have some Jews practiced ritual murder? After further inquiry and study,
starting in late 2013, JR Books Online embarked upon a project whereby historically significant books on the Jewish ritual murder issue
would be produced, performing translations into English. Unfortunately, these books have been banned by the thought censors. TBR has
stepped in to help keep these books alive because, after review, we found them to be interesting, even-handed and credible. Many include trial
testimony and critiques by well-known authors. Here they are so you can make up your own mind.

Jewish Ritual Murder: An Anthology —Volume 1

The Jew, the Gypsy & El Islam

NEW: Volume One of the two-volume JEWISH RITUAL MURDER
ANTHOLOGY SERIES begins with Julius Streicher’s Der Stürmer Special Ritual Murder issue and continues with Cardinal Lorenzo Ganganelli’s Report, Walsh’s Isabella of Spain, Neophytos’s A Testimony
of Ritual Murder and I.I. Lytostansky’s On the Use of Christian Blood
by the Jews, with a few smaller items of interest. Volume One: Softcover, 467 pages, #933, indexed, $30.

UPDATED: Sir Richard F. Burton (1821-1890) was the co-discoverer of the source of the White Nile and British consul at multiple
cities across the globe. He was one of the most important linguists of
his day, giving a well-received direct-from-Arabic translation of the
Arabian Nights in 16 volumes; original English translator of the
Kama Sutra and a hundred other accomplishments. This book is a
republishing of his valuable 1898 book The Jew, the Gypsy and El
Islam. It consists of three extended essays that Burton had been
working on for many years prior to his death. The essay “The Gypsy”
is a good exposition of a people that are nearly invisible, their machinations going mostly undetected. The details featured in “El Islam”
are of obvious topical interest today. The chapter “The Jew,” herein
reproduced exactly as published in 1898, however, as such reflects
barely one-quarter of the original manuscript, which is now kept
under lock and key in the archives of the Board of Deputies of British
Jews. Softcover, 215 pages, #809, $20.

Jewish Ritual Murder: An Anthology—Volume 2
NEW: Volume Two of the two-volume JEWISH RITUAL MURDER
ANTHOLOGY SERIES contains: My Irrelevant Defence by Arnold
Spencer Leese, A Short Demurrer by William Prynne (1600-1669),
two articles from La Civiltà Cattolica (a semi-official Vatican publication) on the subject, a fragment from the novel The Brothers Karamazov by Fyodor Dostoyevsky, Murdered by Jews by Henri Desportes which is an account of the revolting murder of a little Christian
boy in Damascus, never before published in English before this, and
an article by late American writer Harold Covington. The volume
concludes with another exclusive translation of Jewish Ritual Crime
by Albert Monniot (1862-1938). In this famous work, Monniot
puts to rest the standard counter-arguments of critics—and more.
This includes information on the poisoning of Roger Gougenot des
Mousseaux, another famous French murder investigator. Volume
Two: Softcover, 424 pages, #934, $30.

Both JRM ANTHOLOGY VOLUMES as a Set: $50—#935.

Jews Must Live plus Now and Forever
NEW: Two unabridged books in one by Samuel Roth. Samuel
Roth (1893-1974) was a decades-long publisher of pornographic
materials and a plaintiff in Roth v. United States (1957), a key Supreme Court ruling on freedom of sexual expression. The minority
opinion of that case, regarding redeeming social value as a criterion
in obscenity prosecutions, became a template for the liberalizing
First Amendment decisions in the 1960s. He was sued by James
Joyce, tangled with T.S. Eliot and Ezra Pound, and was involved in
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Get the whole
set—all nine
volumes—for
$180—and
save 20%.
No additional
discounts.
Use item no.
RMSET9.
the Alger Hiss embroglio. Two books by Samuel Roth are presented
here. Jews Must Live includes the full text and all illustrations from
the original. This is in contrast to a previous 1964 edition which
had only half the book. Roth’s narrative forms in part a candid exposé of Jewish ritual murder. His testimony has now been given
new life in this book. Also includes Roth’s Now and Forever. In
this strange little book—also presented in full text—Roth discusses
the state of Jewry with Israel Zangwill. Zangwill was a playwright
who coined the phrase “melting pot.” Also included are three
related essays—one by Martin Glynn and two by Marcus Eli Ravage.
Softcover, 369 pages, #936, $27.

A Memorandum on Ritual Murders
NEW: Has the reality of Jewish ritual murder been proven in modern
court proceedings according to accepted rules of evidence? This happened in Russia many times during the 19th and 20th centuries, far
removed from any Medieval obscurantism. One of the most famous
trials occurred in the Russian town of Velizh in the early 19th century
after the mutilated and exsanguinated corpse of a little Christian boy
had been found in the forest. Although the Jewish culprits would be
eventually acquitted, the ritual nature of the murder would still be
firmly established. That trial is described in detail in this book, along
with many other cases of ritual murder. A Memorandum on Ritual
Murders was written in 1844 by V.I. Dal, famed for his mammoth
explanatory dictionary of the Russian language. Dal told the truth
here because no one could censor him. In czarist Russia, one could
speak freely on this subject, which is no longer the case in the present-day “democratic” Russian Federation. Softcover, 141 pages, indexed, #937, $20.

The Murder of Andrei Yushchinsky
NEW: By G.G. Zamyslovsky, a member of the Russian State Duma
who served as a civil prosecutor at the Beilis trial. Shortly before
World War I, the Russian Empire was shaken by the bestial murder
of Andrei Yushchinsky, a 13-year-old boy whose exsanguinated body,
bearing all the traces of ritual murder, was found in March 1911 on
the outskirts of Kiev. The ensuing trial, held in the autumn of 1913,
attracted wide attention not only in Russia but also in Europe—and
even the United States. Mendel Beilis was the ony defendant. Although he was acquitted by the jury, the same verdict also insisted it
was a ritual murder, one committed in a Jewish brick factory. In addition to the description of Yushchinsky’s murder, it contains much
valuable information, including a detailed account of two famous

ritual murder trials that took place in the Russian towns of Velizh
and Saratov in the 19th century. Also included in the book is the expert opinion of Roman Catholic priest I.B. Pranaitis. Softcover, 486
pages, #940, $35.

The True History of the Conquest of New Spain
NEW: Bernal Diaz del Castillo (1496-1584) wrote an important
firsthand account of his experiences supporting several expeditions
into Central America, including that of Hernan Cortes in the conquest
of Mexico in 1521. It’s the straightforward account of a soldier, not
the dainty and carefully balanced prose of an academic or diplomat.
It is thus devoid of “political correctness.” This volume allows Diaz
to tell his story as he would have it, and, besides his observations of
the Aztec people and their temples, he describes their massive ritual
sacrifices—the details of which are many times excised from modern
history books. Softcover, 402 pages, illustrated, #938, $25.

The Life & Miracles of St. William of Norwich
NEW: Was an innocent boy in 12th-century England brutally murdered by bloodthirsty fanatics? This book is the full manuscript of
Benedictine monk Thomas of Monmouth who, in A.D. 1173, chronicled the murder of William of Norwich. Thomas claimed William, a
12-year-old tanner’s apprentice, had been ritually murdered by Jews
in contempt of the Christian faith. It’s the first such account, specifically that of Jewish ritual murder of a child, in the historical record.
This edition is complete and unabridged as translated by Cambridge
academicians Jessopp & James in 1896. Softcover, 170 pages, indexed,
#939, $20.

Jewish Ritual Murder: An Investigation
UPDATED: By Hellmut Schramm, Ph.D. Completed in 1941 and
published 1943-1944 in Germany during the National Socialist regime. Many of the accounts carry the semblance of verity in that
they expose Christian accomplices in the procuring of children for
ritual sacrifice. The bodies of the victims were often disposed of in a
way that would actually tend to allow their easy discovery. The perpetrators did this because burying the bodies would have given them
respect. This book forms an enduring legacy which has now been
brought to English readers and which can no longer be suppressed.
Softcover, 477 pages, indexed, #810, $30.
Save when you spend: Inflation-Buster coupon, page 13.
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Russian Populist: The Political
Thought of Vladimir Putin

The Journey to the Mayflower:
God’s Outlaws and the Invention of Freedom

By Matthew Raphael Johnson, Ph.D. With high rates of economic
growth, military and police reform and a concerted attack on official
corruption, Vladimir Putin has become an influential populist leader
and a significant figure in global nationalism, non-alignment and
multipolarity. Here are the programs and the thinking that have allowed that to happen at a pace that has astonished the world. Read
of Putin’s outlook on foreign policy, the economy, Christian culture,
the Russian people, history and more. Never before has a book like
this on Putin been published, and you will not see one like it in the
anti-Russian West. Softcover, 178 pages, #630, $25.

By Stephen Tomkins. An authoritative and immersive history of
the far-reaching events in England that led to the sailing of the
Mayflower. The voyage that took the Pilgrim fathers to the New
World was a foundational event in American history, but it began
as an English story, which pioneered the idea of religious freedom.
The illegal underground movement of Protestant separatists from
Elizabeth I’s Church of England is a story of subterfuge and danger,
arrests and interrogations, prison and executions. It starts with
Queen Mary’s attempts to burn Protestantism out of England,
which created a Protestant underground. Later, when Elizabeth’s
Protestant reformation didn’t go far enough, radicals recreated that
underground, meeting illegally throughout England, facing prison
and death for their crimes. They went into exile in the Netherlands,
where they lived in poverty—and finally to the New World. The
story of these early colonists is full of contemporary relevance: religious violence, the threat to national security, freedom of religion,
and tolerance of dangerous opinions. This is a must-read book for
anyone interested in the real story of the Mayflower. Hardback,
304 pages, #916, $29.

The Enemies of Rome: The Barbarian
Rebellion Against the Roman Empire
A history of the Roman Empire from the point of view of the “barbarian” enemies of Rome. Those the Romans regarded as barbarians
left few records of their own, but they had a tremendous impact on
the Roman imagination. Stephen Kershaw builds a narrative around
the lives, personalities, successes, and failures both of the key opponents of Rome’s rise and dominance, and of those who ultimately
brought the empire down. Rome’s history follows a remarkable trajectory from its origins as a tiny village of refugees from a conflict
zone to a dominant superpower. But throughout this history, Rome
faced significant rebellion from peoples whom it regarded as barbarians: Ostrogoths, Visigoths, Goths, Vandals, Huns, Picts and Scots.
Softcover, 508 pages, #896, $20.

The Disappearing People: The Tragic Fate
of Christians in the Middle East
By Stephen M. Rasche. The tragic story of the looming end of Christianity in the Middle East. For 1,400 years, the Christians of the
Mideast lived under a system of sustained persecution as a distinct
lower class of citizens under their Muslim rulers. Despite this systemic
oppression, Christianity maintained a tenuous—even sometimes prosperous—foothold in the land of its birthplace up until the past several
decades. Yet today, Christianity stands on the brink of extinction in
much of the Mideast. How did this happen? What role did Western
foreign policy and international aid policy play? What of the role of
Islam and the Christians themselves? How should history judge what
happened to Christians of the Mideast and what lessons can be
learned? This book examines these questions with firsthand accounts
of those who are living it. Hardback, 208 pages, #890, $27.

The Mystery of the Copper Scroll of Qumran:
The Essene Record of the Treasure of Akhenaten
Introduces a radical new perspective on the historical foundations
of monotheism, based on the enigma of the Copper Scroll of the
Essenes. The famous Dead Sea Scrolls comprise the oldest collection
of Biblical documents ever discovered. Of the Dead Sea Scrolls,
none has baffled experts more than the 2,000-year-old Copper
Scroll, discovered in 1952 by a team of Bedouins led by Henri de
Contenson. Appearing to be a list of buried treasure engraved on
copper pieces, the Copper Scroll is considered to be the work of a
secretive Jewish sect of devout Essenes, who lived by the Dead Sea
around the time of Jesus. No one has been able to explain its meaning or discover any of the 64 locations where the Biblical treasures
it lists were buried. Robert Feather has unraveled the enigma of the
Copper Scroll in a fascinating study that takes the reader on a
journey from ancient Mesopotamia, through Canaan, into Egypt,
and back to the shores of the Dead Sea. His exploration links the
scroll to the ancient Egyptian king Akhenaten, confirming a long
suspected influence of this pharaoh’s religious beliefs on those of
the Hebrews. Softcover, 432 pages, #917, $25.
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How the Irish Won the American Revolution:
The Forgotten Heroes of America’s
War of Independence
By Phillip Thomas Tucker. Irish immigrants were very active in the
American Revolution, both on the battlefield and off, yet their stories
are not well known. The important contributions of the Irish on military, political, and economic levels have been long ignored by generations of historians. New evidence has revealed that Washington’s
Continental Army consisted of a far larger percentage of Irish soldiers
than previously thought—between 40% and 50%. Irish contributors
such as John Barry, the colonies’ foremost naval officer; Henry Knox,
an artillery officer and future secretary of war; Richard Montgomery,
America’s first war hero and martyr; and Charles Thomson, a radical
organizer and secretary to the Continental Congress, were all instrumental in carrying out the vision for a free country. Without the
Irish, we surely would have lost. Softcover, 432 pages, #895, $18.

The Great Partnership: Robert E. Lee,
Stonewall Jackson, and the Fate of the Confederacy
By Christian Keller. The story of the unique relationship between
Lee and Jackson, two leaders who chiseled a strategic path forward
against the odds and almost triumphed. Why were Lee and Jackson
so successful in their partnership in trying to win the war for the
South? What was it about their styles, friendship, even their faith,
that cemented them together into a fighting machine that consistently
won despite often overwhelming odds? The Great Partnership will
change how we think about Confederate strategic decision-making
and the value of personal relationships among senior leaders responsible for organizational survival. It has been over two decades since
any author attempted a joint study of the two generals. Softcover,
368 pages, #914, $18.

The Pirate King: The Incredible Story
of the Real Captain Morgan
Graham A. Thomas presents the compelling true story of a Welshman
who became one of the most ruthless and brutal buccaneers of the
golden age of piracy. The inspiration for dozens of fictionalized pirates
in film, television and literature, as well as the namesake of one of the
world’s most popular rum brands, Capt. Sir Henry Morgan was
matchless among pirates and privateers. Unlike most of his contemporaries, he was not hunted down and killed or captured by the authorities. Instead he was considered a hero in England and given a
knighthood and eventually made governor of Jamaica. The author

See TBR’s $5 inflation-buster coupon on
pages 13-14! Apply to your order today!
reveals a complex and intriguing character—an exceptional military
leader whose prime motivation was to amass as much wealth as he
could by sacking and plundering settlements, towns, and cities up
and down the Spanish Main. Softcover, 264 pages, #894, $16.

Icebound: Shipwrecked at the Edge of the World
By Andrea Pitzer. The most astonishing survival tale of all might be
that of 16th-century Dutch explorer William Barents and his crew of
16, who ventured farther north than any Europeans before and, on
their third polar exploration, lost their ship off the frozen coast of
Nova Zembla to unforgiving ice. The men would spend the next
year fighting off ravenous polar bears, gnawing hunger, and endless
winter. Pitzer masterfully combines a gripping tale of survival with a
sweeping history of the great Age of Exploration—a time of hope,
adventure, and seemingly unlimited geographic frontiers. At the
story’s center is Barents, one of the 16th century’s greatest navigators
whose obsessive quest to chart a path through the deepest, most remote regions of the Arctic ended in both tragedy and glory. The author retraces Barents’s steps and also gives us a history of mutiny and
the art of celestial navigation. Hardback, 320 pages, #913, $29.

Point of Origin: Gobekli Tepe and the Spiritual
Matrix for the World’s Cosmologies
Reveals Gobekli Tepe as a center of civilizing knowledge for the ancient world. How could multiple ancient cultures, spanning both
years and geography, have strikingly similar creation myths and cosmologies? Why do the Dogon of Africa and the civilizations of ancient
Egypt, India, Tibet, and China share sacred words and symbols? Revealing the existence of a long-forgotten primal culture and the
world’s first center of higher learning, Laird Scranton shows how the
sophisticated complex at Gobekli Tepe in Turkey is the definitive
point of origin from which all the great civilizations of the past inherited their cosmology, esoteric teachings, and civilizing skills, such as
agriculture, metallurgy, and stone masonry, fully developed. Scranton
explains how the carved images on Gobekli Tepe’s stone pillars were
the precursors to the sacred symbols of the Dogon, Egyptians, Tibetans, and Chinese as well as the matriarchal Sakti cult of ancient Iran
and India. Softcover, 224 pages, #891, $17.
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Revolt Against the Modern World: Politics, Religion,
and Social Order in the Kali Yuga
With uncompromising intensity, Julius Evola analyzes the spiritual
and cultural malaise at the heart of Western civilization and all that
passes for progress in the modern world. Evola spares no one and
nothing in his survey of what we have lost and where we are headed.
Prophetic and provocative, Revolt Against the Modern World demonstrates how and why we have lost contact with what makes us
human. The revolt advocated by Evola does not resemble the protests
of liberals. His criticisms are tangentially directed at mindless consumerism, the march of progress, the rise of technocracy and the
dominance of individualism, but his focus is on tracing the corrosive
influence on the higher values, ideals, beliefs and codes of conduct—
the world of tradition—that are at the foundation of Western civilization and described in the myths and literature of the Indo Europeans. At every turn Evola challenges the reader’s most cherished
assumptions. Hardback, 412 pages, #915, $30.

Commando
By Deneys Reitz with an introduction by Gen. Jan Smuts. The exhilarating true first-person, eyewitness account of life in a Boer commando brigade during the Second Anglo-Boer War (1899–1902).
The author details: the Boer invasion of the British colony of Natal;
fascinating accounts of the first great Boer victories in which he took
part; the famous Battle of Spion Kop; the retreat and the occupation
of the Boer Republics by the British. Defeated in set-battle, the Boers
then resorted to “commando” tactics and harried the numerically
overwhelming British forces seemingly without end. Reitz’s book is
however most significant because it provides the only firsthand account
of the famous Boer raid into the British-ruled Cape Colony, led by
Gen. Jan Smuts. Softcover, 328 pages, #918, $15.

The Struggle Between Boer and Brit:
The Memoirs of Boer General C.R. De Wet
A new edition of the classic Second Anglo-Boer War memoirs,
written by Boer Gen. Christiaan De Wet. Penned just six months
after the end of the conflict, De Wet’s accurate retelling of his exploits during the three-year war is a first-hand account of the origin
of hit-and-run warfare as developed by the Boers against a numerically overwhelming enemy. Apart from the high adventure contained in these pages, this book is also highly valuable as it contains
one of the only full transcriptions of the last meetings of the Boer
commanders just before the end of the war. In these transcripts,

the Boer discussions reveal the desperation of their plight: of having
only 15,000 men left in the field against 250,000 well-armed and
well-equipped British soldiers; of the horrendous condition of the
Boer families starving in concentration camps; and of the choice
before them—extermination or survival. This new edition contains
the complete original text and a dramatic biography of the writer.
This includes his adventures after the war, which saw him take up
arms once again against the government of the Union of South Africa in 1914. Softcover, 386 pages, #919, $17.

Five Men of Frankfort: The Story of the Rothschilds
By Marcus Eli Ravage. Few Jewish names in the history of Europe
have attracted more fame, more conspiracy theories, rumors and
mystery than “Rothschild.” This biography, written by a leading Jewish historian, pulls no punches in telling the story of the banking dynasty, once known as the “financiers of nations.” Cutting through all
the myths, Ravage reveals how the four Rothschild sons spread
throughout Europe—to London, Paris, Vienna and Naples, to set
up a banking network which inaugurated the system of moving
money internationally through simultaneous deposits and withdrawals. This study reveals in detail the double-cross of Napoleon’s
France—which saw the Rothschilds finance the British army in Spain
by smuggling the cash across France into Iberia using their secret
network. British indebtedness to the Rothschilds for their help in defeating Napoleon was then exploited by getting the British government to persuade the other nations of Europe—including the Austrian, Prussian and Russian governments—to start using the
Rothschilds as bankers. More! Softcover, 344 pages, #920, $19.

A Short History of the Confederate
States of America by Jefferson Davis
By Jefferson Davis, CSA president. This remarkable history tells the
story of the rebel republic from its beginning to its bitter end. It describes the events as experienced by Davis. The author deals with the
fundamental questions that caused the rupture: the issue of states’
rights, slavery and the usurpation of the U.S. Constitution. Davis
shows that the Confederacy was adhering to the actual letter of the
original U.S. Constitution, and this was an important reason why he
was never brought to trial—as opponents feared he would prove this
in court. The majority of the book then describes the events from
1861 to 1865 as he experienced them: the decision to open hostilities,
the total unpreparedness of the South for a war, the reports from the
front lines and much more. Softcover, 552 pages, #921, $26.
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Space! The Final Frontier: Secrets
NASA Doesn’t Want You to Know About
Edited by Harry Cooper. This book yanks the curtain back on some
shocking super-secret activities by the U.S. government. Author Clark
McClelland was an engineer with NASA for 35 years and was an
ScO—a Spacecraft Operator. This meant that he was checked out to
operate space craft on the ground. He was well qualified and he performed some very important work with NASA. Then, suddenly, he
“fell from grace.” Why? McClelland was, later in life, willing to
reveal the incredible details of his clandestine work—the sabotage,
the intrigue, the accusations of treason, the high-ranking men of the
Third Reich he worked with who were officially dead prior to them
coming to Florida to work with NASA. After you read this book,
you will wonder how he is still alive. Like other Area 51 and NASA
whistleblowers, he has been unfairly smeared and discredited. Find
out what NASA wants you to forget all about! Softcover, 8.5 x 11
format, 295 pages, #922, $25.

Surviving Katyn: Stalin’s Polish
Massacre and the Search for Truth
By Jane Rogoyska. The Katyn Massacre of 22,000 Polish prisoners
of war is a crime to which there are no witnesses. Committed in utmost secrecy in April–May 1940 by the NKVD on the direct orders
of Josef Stalin, for nearly 50 years the Soviet regime succeeded in
maintaining the fiction that Katyn was a Nazi atrocity, their story unchallenged by Western governments fearful of upsetting a powerful
wartime ally and Cold War adversary. Surviving Katyn explores the
decades-long search for answers, focusing on the experience of those
individuals with the most at stake—the few survivors of the massacre
and the Polish wartime forensic investigators—whose quest for the
truth in the face of an inscrutable, unknowable and ruthless enemy
came at great personal cost. Hardback, 400 pages, #892, $30.

The Plague Cycle: The Unending War
Between Humanity and Infectious Disease
By Charles Kenny. For 4,000 years, the size and vitality of cities,
economies, and empires were heavily determined by infection. Striking
humanity in waves, the cycle of plagues set the tempo of civilizational
growth and decline, since common response to the threat was exclusion—quarantining the sick or keeping them out. But the unprecedented hygiene and medical revolutions of the past two centuries
have freed humanity from the hold of epidemic cycles—resulting in

an urbanized, globalized and unimaginably wealthy world. However,
our development has lately become precarious. Climate fluctuations,
population burdens and global trade have left us more vulnerable
than ever to newly emerging plagues. Plague Cycle reveals the relationship between civilization, globalization, prosperity and infectious
disease over the past five millennia. Hardback, 320 pages, #893, $18.

Vintage Southern Cookbook:
2,000 Delicious Dishes from Dixie
By Col. Lochlainn Seabrook. What do you get when you mix 19thcentury Southern recipes with a 21st-century Southern historian?
You get a unique history book of Southern cuisine. In his campaign
to preserve Southern culture, Seabrook has compiled thousands of
scrumptious old-timey recipes from America’s Southland. Spanning
1838 to 1924, the book’s recipes provide instructions on how to
prepare a wide variety of Southern victuals—most endemic to Dixie,
but many borrowed from places as diverse as Europe and Russia.
The recipes—some forgotten, all venerable and time-tested—are conveniently divided into 28 chapters covering all of the primary food
types—beverages, breads, soups, meats, seafoods, fruits, and vegetables
and more. (The desserts section is the largest.) Lots more to say
about this amazing collection of Dixie dishes, but guaranteed to
make a great gift for any chef yearning for authentic Southern cuisine.
Softcover, 588 pages, #923, $25.

The Unholy Crusade: Lincoln’s Legacy
of Destruction in the American South
What is the true legacy of Lincoln’s War? Historian Lochlainn Seabrook reveals in The Unholy Crusade that it was Lincoln’s illegal, unnecessary, and merciless destruction of the South and her people.
This book provides hundreds of 19th-century photos and drawings
of the North’s four-year demolition of Dixie, ranging from the ransacking and burning of thousands of private Southern homes and
businesses to the bombing of countless mills, factories, trains, ships,
roads, depots, forts, docks, bridges, communications, warehouses,
churches, banks and even cemeteries. Southern libraries, universities,
hospitals, livestock and even family pets were wantonly destroyed by
Union troops as well. Also many incidents of the unlawful arrest,
abuse, torture, rape, and murder of scores of innocent Southern civilians—of all ages and races. Why? What did this overt Yankee terrorism have to do with saving the country or emancipation? This emotionally powerful, lavishly illustrated book answers the question!
Softcover, 216 pages, #925, $15.
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Hitler’s Commando: The Daring Missions
of Otto Skorzeny and the Nazi Special Forces

Germany’s War: The Origins, Aftermath
and Atrocities of World War II

By Otto Skorzeny. Foreword by Charles Messenger. Introduction by
Dan Raviv. Otto Skorzeny was Adolf Hitler’s favorite soldier and
Germany’s top commando in World War II. His extraordinary wartime career was amazing. It was Skorzeny who successfully led the
daring glider rescue of Benito Mussolini. Skorzeny was also sent to
Budapest to stop the Hungarian regent Adm. Miklos Horthy from
signing a peace treaty with Stalin in 1944. A few months later, he
took a critical role in the Ardennes offensive with a controversial plan
to raise a brigade disguised as Americans with captured U.S. tanks. A
fascinating depiction of commando action, Skorzeny’s memoirs are a
key addition to special forces literature. The author gives us fascinating
details about his many famous missions between 1943 and the end
of the war and he offers a fair appraisal of the war situation in Germany,
as well as any tactical and military mistakes. Skorzeny also sheds light
on several personalities in a new way. The book also includes several
pages of interesting photos. This is a great book for anyone interested
in the history of military special operations, which Otto Skorzeny
played a key role in developing. Softcover, 244 pages, #887, $20.

By John Wear. Germany’s War documents that the Allied leaders
were primarily responsible for starting and prolonging WWII—costing
millions of lives. FDR’s numerous provocations forced Germany to
declare war on the U.S.A. despite Hitler’s desire for peace. Also
covers Stalin’s plan for European conquest, America’s second crusade,
how WWII was planned and instigated, the Allied conspiracy to prolong the war, the Allied POW camps that killed a million Germans,
the appalling plight of expelled Germans, history’s most terrible
peace, crimes committed in German camps, the alleged genocide of
6 million Jews, and more. Softcover, 514 pages, #717, $25.

B

The Burning Souls: A Poetic Memoir
Leon Degrelle’s The Burning Souls is now available in English. Born
to a Belgian family in the year 1906, Degrelle rose to prominence as
a newspaper editor and head of the militant monarchist, Catholic
and anti-Communist Parti Rexiste. Following the German occupation
of Belgium, Degrelle and his party loyalists enlisted in the Wehrmacht-organized Walloon Legion to aid in the liberation of the

Pan Judah! The Political Cartoons of
Der Stürmer: 1925-1945—Deluxe Edition

eginning in the 1920s, Julius Streicher published a weekly German newspaper called Der
Stürmer. Its mission in his view was to warn the German people about the threats posed by
foreign and domestic threats, the greatest of which he believed was presented by powerful
Jews. Streicher was convinced the dangers were real, and his articles gave a blunt account of them. A
key feature of Der Stürmer was its political cartoons. In every issue, the newspaper displayed cartoons
depicting various alleged Jewish dangers, in a most graphic form. The lead cartoonist was a man
named Philipp “Fips” Rupprecht. His cartoons became the signature feature of the paper. With the
demise of National Socialist Germany, Der Stürmer and Fips’s cartoons were buried and forgotten.
The victorious nations did not want old Nazi images floating around, raising difficult questions
about why the Nazis were so critical of this ethnic group. Recently, Robert Penman rediscovered the
forgotten images. He carefully restored, colorized and reissued them. Here, for the first time, he has
compiled 200 of the best Fips images, as they have never been seen before: in stunning and vivid
color. Fips’s cartoons, originally printed on cheap newsprint, come alive for the first time since the end of WWII. Every image is a
window into Third Reich Germany., and each one tells a story—a story with relevance for the present day. Organized into six chapters
chronologically, Fips’s cartoons clearly demonstrate a progression of views over the period of 20 years, from before the Nazis assumed
power until the very end of the war. They tell the story of Germany’s rise and fall as nothing else can. Hardback, 8.5 x 11, color illustrations, glossy, high-quality stock, 288 pages, #910, $75.
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peoples of the Soviet Republics. After the fall of Berlin, Degrelle escaped to Spain, where he was safeguarded by Franco. The Burning
Souls is Degrelle’s reflection on his experiences and on the soul—
part poetry but mostly memoir. He traces his journey, from his idyllic
childhood to the steppes of Russia, not just as a physical journey but
as a spiritual trial. He instructs us that to give oneself completely to
service of a transcendent ideal is what is required to overcome the
spiritual malaise of our day. Softcover, 112 pages, #901, $19.

Mussolini’s War: Volume 1—The Triumphant Years
Among the great misconceptions of modern times is the assumption
that Benito Mussolini was Hitler’s junior partner, who made no significant contributions to the Axis effort in WWII. That conclusion
originated with Allied propagandists determined to boost Western
morale. The Duce was constantly ridiculed, his successes pointedly
demeaned or ignored. Mainstream historians love to say that Italy’s
navy, air and land forces were nothing more than a bungling bunch
of clowns. So effective was this campaign of lies that it became postwar
history and is still generally taken for granted, even by well-informed
students of WWII—and even by Italians themselves! But a closer examination by historian Frank Joseph of often neglected, recently disclosed materials presents a different picture. Softcover, 275 pages,
#808, $27.

Mussolini’s War: Volume 2—Apotheosis
The ongoing caricature of Mussolini’s servicemen as laughable buffoons is laid to rest by this book. It views Italy’s participation within
the context of its industrial disadvantage. For example, her total production for the entire war amounted to approximately 3,500 tanks,
less than all those used by the German Army in its 1940’s invasion of
France. Britain mass-produced 27,528 tanks between 1939 and 1945.
When Mussolini declared war on the Western Allies in June 1940,
his country produced 4.4 megatons of coal to Britain’s 224.3 megatons; 1.2 megatons of iron ore against Britain’s 17.7 megatons; and
2.1 megatons of steel for Britain’s 21.5 megatons. Disparities in
crude oil were even more extreme. Given such fundamental disadvantages, the numerical superiority possessed in virtually all engagements by the Allies and their eventual cracking of Axis military
codes, that Fascist Italy was able to sustain five years of unremitting
combat and score significant victories against overwhelming enemy
forces testifies to her terrific fighting spirit and human resilience.
Softcover, 316 pages, #902, $27.
BOTH MUSSOLINI VOLUMES as a COMBO—#889—$40.
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Jewish Austria
By François Trocase. This is the abridged 1942 edition, completely
re-set and with new illustrations, by Léon de Poncins of François
Trocase’s 1899 study of the end of the Austro-Hungarian Empire.
Jewish Austria provides a crucial insight into the role played by one
group in the collapse of this venerable Catholic empire at the heart
of Europe. More focused than Édouard Drumont’s historic survey
La France Juive (1886), Trocase’s work presents a detailed analysis
of the economic and social conditions of the Austrian Empire in its
last days. His investigation of the modus operandi of Jewish powerbrokers has an urgent relevance to the economic and political conditions of Western states. How did they gain such power? How did
they undermine the Church? What control did they exercise on politics, finance and society? What was the relationship between Jews
and socialism? Also a section on the “Anti-Semitic” Movement in
Austria of the time. Softcover, 97 pages, #904, $12.50.

Streicher, Rosenberg and the Jews:
The Nuremberg Transcripts
By Thomas Dalton, Ph.D. Since the mid-1970s, the “Holocaust”
has come under sustained attack by Holocaust Revisionists, to the
point where, today, the story lies in ruins. Virtually every aspect of
the standard account has serious flaws. Despite the obvious falsehoods,
the mainstream version continues to dominate. To understand this
striking situation, we need to go back to the beginnings, to the
origins of the conventional holocaust story. And this takes us to Nuremberg. The most interesting men on trial were two with a special
connection to the “Jewish Question”: Alfred Rosenberg and Julius
Streicher. The case against them—and their personal testimony—are
examined for the first time. Their voices and their verbatim transcripts
lend some much-needed clarity to the situation. Softcover, 330 pages,
indexed, #872, $22.
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The Jewish Mafia: The Great International Predators
Hervé Ryssen details sex slavery, global organ trafficking, organ
transplant industry, “Torah Nostra,” Murder Inc., Meyer Lansky,
“invisible” mafia, pillage of Russia, fall of the Oligarchs, crime
from Berlin to Marbella, Organizatsiya, crime in Antwerp, Vilnius,
Bangkok and Bogota, Israeli mafia, diamond scams, revolutionary
funding, illegal drug trade, porn industry, illegal immigrant trafficking, Atlantic African slave trade, Christian slaves of the Middle
Ages, aesthetic surgery racket, Lipsky’s swindles, Jacques Crozmarie
and the ARC scandal, horse racing and garage rip-offs, the VAT
fraud, crime in England, the U.S. and France, the pillaging of
vanquished countries and much more. Softcover, 381 pages, 475
endnotes, #731, $35.

Satan in Hollywood: Anti-Christian Propaganda in Film
By Hervé Ryssen. On television and in film, Christians are most
frequently depicted as narrow-minded, intolerant racists and bigots,
if not actually rapists or murderers. The Catholic clergy is almost
always depicted as a place of concealment for sadists and mental defectives. Hundreds of films contain anti-Christian smears, and the list
gets longer every year. Ryssen identifies a large number of these films
and details their anti-Christian messages and imagery. These vile
themes even appear in children’s cartoons! The evidence speaks for
itself: Christianity—and most particularly the Catholic Church—is
under attack in the Hollywood film industry in ways that have never
been used against Islam or Judaism or any other community in
history. Decade after decade, these messages have been growing in
intensity, becoming increasingly explicit and ever-more aggressive.
Softcover, saddle-stitched, 59 pages, #850, $10.

Psychoanalysis of Judaism
By Hervé Ryssen. Jews are possibly the most successful religious
and cultural group on the planet. In America, they are the kings of
media, Hollywood, the music industry and Wall Street. They have
the most powerful and determined lobbies in the world, working
not only for their own national interests, but the interests of the
state of Israel. Israeli leaders have openly admitted that they “own”
the U.S. Congress. So what makes Jews so successful? How have
they been able to wield such influence over the non-Jewish nations
in which they dwell? How have they convinced so many that their
suffering is “the worst”? How have powerful organizations managed
to get the world’s tech companies to suppress criticism? Softcover,
461 pages, #846, $30.

End Times Warfare: The Eschatological
Beliefs of the Great Religions
By Hervé Ryssen. Eschatology is the study of “End Times” doctrines.
All three of the great monotheistic religions—Judaism, Christianity
and Islam—contain a belief that the world was created by God, and
that this world must come to an end. This theme of the end times
and the coming of the Messiah are also found in Judaism, as well as
in Islam, which also draws its inspiration from the Old Testament.
Yet, these three religions are completely incompatible. Why? For the
pure and simple reason that their vision of the future diverges on this
fundamental point: At the end of time, one—and only one—religion
is to triumph. In the end, the religion whose goals are the clearest
and faith most ardent will win. Softcover, 189 pages, #855, $25.

The War Against Whites: The Racial Psychology
Behind the Anti-White Hatred Sweeping the West
Arthur Kemp reveals that the Black Lives Matter ideologues do not
seek “racial equality,” but rather the total destruction of White civilization. Kemp says they are driven by a deep mass psychosis which
falsely blames White people for all problems encountered by nonWhites trying to fit into a First World society. Kemp deals with unalterable genetic traits—IQ, character, psychology and behavior—and
shows they are the true causes of racial disparities in crime, socioeconomic status, education and health. Starting with a complete review of the George Floyd incident, this work covers it all! Dissects
the myth that police in the U.S. are “hunting Blacks”; shows through
official global crime records that Whites are overwhelmingly the victims of non-White criminal attacks; and provides the only solution
through which racial conflict can be avoided and all can exist in peace
and harmony. Softcover, 290 pages, 473 footnotes, 79 illustrations,
three tables, indexed, #885, $16.

Ancient High Tech: The Astonishing Scientific
Achievements of Early Civilizations
Exploring the sophisticated tech achieved by ancient civilizations tens
of thousands of years ago, Frank Joseph examines evidence of robotics,
manned flight (hot-air balloons and gliders) and military science, including flamethrowers, biowarfare, poison gas and solar-powered
cannons. He reveals how ancient construction engineers excavated
subterranean cities, turned stone walls into glass, lifted 100-ton blocks
of stone, illuminated underground temples and stored their food in
massive air-cooled refrigerators, practiced magnet therapy and even
had cancer treatments. Softcover, 336 pages, #888, $22.
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Atlantis and the Coming Ice Age:
The Lost Civilization—A Mirror of Our World
As time passes, more and more geologists, scientists, astronomers
and climatologists are in agreement that, sometime around 10,800
B.C., the Earth was rocked by a massive extraterrestrial impact.
They are also beginning to realize that some mother culture was far
more advanced than previously believed in its ability to track the
cycles of the Sun and Moon, predict the return of comets, understand our solar system and build amazing architectural wonders.
These were humans with surprisingly advanced knowledge gained
from hundreds, if not thousands, of years of careful observation.
Frank Joseph reveals the self-destructive patterns of the past, and
how we can learn to reestablish civilization’s cosmic balance. Softcover, 296 pages, #906, $18.

Before Atlantis: 20 Million Years
of Human and Pre-Human Cultures
Exploring emerging and suppressed evidence from archaeology, anthropology and biology, Frank Joseph challenges conventional
theories of evolution, the age of humanity, the origins of civilization
and the purpose of megaliths around the world. He reveals 20-million-year-old quartzite tools discovered in the remains of extinct
fauna and other evidence of ancient pre-human cultures from

which we are not descended. He traces the genesis of modern
human civilization to Indonesia and the central Pacific 75,000 years
ago, launched by a catastrophic volcanic eruption that abruptly reduced humanity from 2 million to a few thousand individuals worldwide. Examining the profound similarities of megaliths around the
world, the author explains how these precisely placed monuments
were built by spiritually and technologically sophisticated Neolithic
builders—a transoceanic civilization nearly destroyed by global cataclysm. Softcover, 336 pages, #907, $20.

The Field of Blood: Violence in Congress
and the Road to Civil War
Drawing on an extraordinary range of sources, Joanne B. Freeman
shows that the Capitol was rife with conflict in the decades before
the Civil War. Legislative sessions were often punctuated by mortal
threats, canings, flipped desks and all-out slugfests. When debate
broke down, congressmen drew pistols and waved Bowie knives.
One representative killed another in a duel. Many were beaten and
bullied into compliance, particularly on slavery. Freeman’s dramatic
accounts of brawls and thrashings tell a larger story of how fisticuffs
and journalism, and the powerful emotions they elicited, raised tensions between North and South and led toward war. Softcover, 480
pages, #908, $20.

Heroes of the Southern Confederacy: The Illustrated Book
of Confederate Officials, Soldiers & Civilians
By Lochlainn Seabrook. Here is your glimpse into the very heart of the Old South. With some 1,200
antique photographs and drawings of Confederate individuals, this invaluable visual volume humanizes
the traditional 19th-century Southerner, thereby increasing the reader’s understanding of the Confederacy and her people: who they were, what they believed, and why they fought. Contemplate the
faces, expressions, and clothing of hundreds of men, women, and children in this unique “you-arethere” style book that brings home the realities of the Union’s attack on the Constitution and the
American people—all through rare pictures dating from the Victorian Era (where possible, carefully
repaired, cleaned, and enhanced by the author). Feel the pathos of the antebellum, bellum, and postbellum periods come alive as you peruse the searing portraits of traditional Southerners who endured
one of the world’s bloodiest, most destructive, and most unnecessary conflicts. Includes images of
430 Confederate generals and a complete list of all 474 Confederate generals, as well as images of an
assortment of both Confederate civilians and lower-ranked Confederate soldiers (many still unidentified).
Additionally, the author has provided a detailed introduction, a comprehensive index, an exhaustive
bibliography, footnotes, and educational appendices. Softcover, 328 pages, #924, $18.
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José Antonio Primo de Rivera:
Anthology of Speeches and Quotes

The Last Refuge of the Knights Templar:
The Ultimate Secret of the Pike Letters

José Antonio Primo de Rivera was a Spanish politician and martyr.
Rivera founded the Falange Española in 1933. The Falange swelled
in numbers as the violence in the Second Spanish Republic grew.
Supporters of the Popular Front, the governing party, waged a campaign of violence against Spanish Nationalists, highlighted by the
imprisonment, show-trial, and execution of Primo de Rivera in November 1936. This English-language anthology of José Antonio’s
speeches and quotations has been out of print since the publishing
house was dissolved by the Spanish state in 1984. Softcover, 144
pages, #912, $14.

Here is a modern-day fact-based FICTIONAL thriller centered on
authentic historical letters encoded with Templar and Rosicrucian
secrets. Centered on recently discovered, authenticated correspondence between two famous 19th-century Masonic leaders, Confederate Gen. Albert Pike and British Col. James Wilson Bury MacLeod
Moore, this modern-day thriller follows two main characters who
risk their lives to protect the letters and the Templar and Rosicrucian
secrets encoded within them. Everyone—from the Church to the
White House—seeks the ancient knowledge contained within the
letters. The story ends with a dramatic unveiling of the ultimate New
World secret sought by so many factions: the last Knights Templar
refuge in the New World. It’s pure fun for those who want a break
from serious Revisionist works. Softcover, 288 pages, #911, $19.

Royal Blood Lies
Susan Bradford takes the reader back to the days of ancient Rome to
reveal the origins of the “divine right (rite) to rule,” and why those
who held claim to this right posed a threat to the world’s would-be
rulers. The author documents how the elites established and used international spy networks to win wars and conquer nations and how
populist revolutions, religion and wars were weaponized against the
people. Steeped in the philosophy of the rational Enlightenment, a
warrior-merchant class came to dominate the corporate and political
establishment, with some amassing fortunes in the trillions of dollars.
With the secrets of rulers encoded in the works of William Shakespeare, Royal Blood Lies documents the origins and practices of a
secret cult that came to rule humanity and became a powerful force
for global imperialism that laid the foundation for the Great Reset.
Softcover, 136 pages, #899, $25.

The Politics of Heroin:
CIA Complicity in the Global Drug Trade
Here is the first book to prove CIA and U.S. government complicity
in global drug trafficking. Alfred W. McCoy includes meticulous
documentation of dishonesty and dirty dealings at the highest levels
from the Cold War until today. Maintaining a global perspective, this
groundbreaking study details the mechanics of drug trafficking in
Asia, Europe, the Middle East and South and Central America. New
chapters in this revised edition detail U.S. involvement in the narcotics
trade in Afghanistan and Pakistan before and after the fall of the Taliban, and how U.S. drug policy in Central America and Colombia
has increased the global supply of illicit drugs. This book stirred controversy when the CIA tried to block its publication. Softcover, 754
pages, #905, $33.

The Trigger: The Lie That Changed
the World Who Really Did 9/11 and Why?
Popular British researcher David Icke takes a look back at the event
that shook the world in 2001, the Sept. 11 attacks in New York and
Washington, D.C. He looks at who was really behind it and why,
what has happened in the years following 9/11, the increasing evidence to show the official story doesn’t stand up to research and
what has happened in the world since. This is one of the most controversial books Icke has ever written because he has placed Israel
and it’s secret service, the Mossad, at the center of the event. In his
own words, the official explanation of the attacks is a lie to cover up
the “massive and central involvement in the Sept. 11 attacks by Israeli
government, military and intelligence operatives.” Softcover, 898
pages, #898, $30.

Summer, 1945: Germany, Japan
and the Harvest of Hate
Here is the truth about WWII in graphic detail. What kind of war do
Americans suppose we fought? We shot prisoners in cold blood, wiped
out hospitals, strafed lifeboats, killed enemy civilians, killed enemy
wounded, tossed the dying into holes with the dead, boiled the flesh
off enemy skulls to make table ornaments or carved their bones into
letter openers and committed mass rape. We mutilated the bodies of
the enemy. We kicked out their gold teeth for souvenirs. We topped
off our saturation bombing of enemy civilians by dropping A-bombs
on two defenseless cities. Softcover, 342 pages, #818, $26.
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Hellstorm: The Death of Nazi
Germany, 1944-1947
By Thomas Goodrich. Throughout this book readers will see what
Allied airmen saw as they rained death down on German cities; or
the reader will experience what those below felt as they trembled in
their bomb shelters and saw innocent people burned to charred
corpses. The reader will view the horrors of the Eastern Front during
the last months of fighting, through the mud, blood and madness.
Readers will witness for themselves the fate of German women as the
rampaging Red Army raped and murdered its way across Europe.
Learn about the criminal sinking of German passenger liners loaded
with innocent refugees trying to escape the advancing Soviets, the
greatest mass migration known to man in which millions perished
and the fate of those wretched victims in postwar death camps. Softcover, 390 pages, #549, $30.

Rudolf Hess: His Betrayal & Murder
Following his capture by the Allies in Scotland, Germany’s Rudolf Hess
remained a prisoner of the Allies for 46 years until he died at 93 in
Spandau Prison. The purpose of his mission—and his life at Spandau—
was kept secret. But that changed with the publication of this book by
Abdallah Melaouhi. Melaouhi spent five years with Hess, acting as
Hess’s medical aide at the Military Prison in Spandau, up until Hess’s
death. For years he kept silent about his famous patient. Here Melaouhi
gives us the entire story about Hess’s time in Spandau, his murder, the
plot to cover it up and the effort to suppress this book. Softcover, reproductions of many documents smuggled out translated into English,
rare photos, three appendices, 291 pages, #643, $20.

Hitler Democrat
By Gen. Leon Degrelle. Thanks to the energetic efforts of a group of
honest historians—graciously supported by Madame Degrelle, the general’s widow—a substantial portion of Degrelle’s writings were rescued.
This is one of those volumes, painstakingly recreated by expert translators and editors. In this amazing book, the former Belgian Waffen SS
officer discusses the tragedy of the Versailles Treaty, the enigma of Adolf
Hitler and his rise to power, Hitler’s impressive WWI experiences, Hitler’s popularity with the people, the inside story of the Beer Hall
Putsch, Hitler’s unification of the German state and the Anschluss, the
feud with the tenacious Ernst Roehm, the political challenges of the
1930s, the 1932 Geneva Conferences, Mussolini, Blum, Tukhachevsky,
Nuremberg and much more. Includes photo section. Softcover, 546
pages, #622, $30.

My Revolutionary Life
By Leon Degrelle. My Revolutionary Life had never appeared in
print as a book before this! Here is Gen. Leon Degrelle’s autobiographical account of his daring escape from war-ravaged Germany in
1945 and his adventures after the war. Sentenced to death by the Belgian
government after the Axis surrender, Degrelle escaped by flying from
Norway and crash-landing in Spain. The great Belgian Waffen-SS officer
also recounts his experiences as a rising nationalist politician, the political
situation in Europe before WWII, his battle against the Bolsheviks
before and during WWII, the last days of the Reich and his escape.
Softcover, 217 pages, #714, $27.

Hermann Goering: The Man & His Work:
The Only Authorized Biography
This, the only official biography of Hermann Goering, was a bestseller
in Germany and in the English-speaking world when published in
1938. Written by senior staff member Erich Gritzbach, this book details
the many astonishing services that Goering rendered the German state,
besides recreating the German air force. This book contains the original
English version plus all 57 original photographs and the 1938 introduction written by Sir Robert Lockhart. A new introduction by Arthur
Kemp. Softcover, 279 pages, 57 photos, indexed, #639, $25.

Debating the Holocaust: A Look at Both Sides
By Thomas Dalton. Issues discussed include: No trace of a “Hitler
order” to exterminate Jews; key witnesses falsified or exaggerated
their stories; little evidence of disturbed earth for mass graves at
major “death” camps; few remains of the millions of alleged victims—neither bones nor ash; mass-gassing with Zyklon-B and diesel
exhaust nearly impossible; wartime air photos show none of the
alleged mass-cremations; the 6 million number has no basis in fact;
Jewish world population records suggest many fewer than 6 million
lost; the 1 million “survivors” claim implies few wartime deaths; and
ghettos and concentration camps served for ethnic cleansing and
forced labor. In this book, for the first time ever, the reader will see a
real historical debate on the issues. Softcover, 334 pages, #815, $25.
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Mein Kampf: The Stalag Edition
By Adolf Hitler. This is the only complete, unabridged and officially
authorized English translation of Mein Kampf ever issued by the Nazi
Party and is not to be confused with any other version. Translated by
a now-unknown English-speaking Nazi Party member, it was printed
by the NSDAP in limited numbers from 1937 to 1944. Most copies
were distributed to the camp libraries of English-speaking POW
camps and became known as the “Stalag” edition because they all
carried a camp library rubber stamp on the title page. Only a handful
of copies survived the war. Softcover, 584 pages, 6 x 9, #675, $35.

Truth for Germany:
The Guilt Question of the Second World War
The mainstream historical establishment insists that WWI and WWII
were started by Germany. But what facts exist to support this seemingly
unchallengeable hypothesis? In this book, the myth of Germany’s guilt
for fomenting war is refuted by famed historian Udo Walendy. Covers
the allegations that Germany instigated the war, debunks long-held
fallacies about German atrocities, the true nature of Hitler and more.
Softcover, 535 pages, #648, $30.

Jewish Domination of Weimar Germany
By Eckhart Verlag and Francis Dupont. This was the National Socialist
government’s first English-language attempt to explain the rationale
behind their legislative moves to restrict Jewish influence in Germany
after 1933. Using official pre-Nazi-era demographics, this work showed
that Jews were massively over-represented in all fields of German social
and economic life—except farming and creative work. It lists the ownership of mass media in Weimar Germany, the astonishing financial
scandals, communist and other political subversion, degenerate theater,
sexual psychology, communist indoctrination in schools and the media.
Softcover, 96 pages, #670, $14.

Goebbels on the Jews:
The Complete Diary Entries: 1923 to 1945
By Prof. Thomas Dalton. From the age of 26 until his death in
1945, Joseph Goebbels kept a near-daily diary. In it, he recorded significant events of the day along with his thoughts and opinions on a
variety of topics, most notably the Jewish policy of the Third Reich.
Here we get a detailed and unprecedented look at the attitudes of
one of the highest-ranking men in Nazi Germany. Goebbels shared
Hitler’s “anti-Semitism,” and likewise wanted Jews totally removed

from the Reich territory—this is the so-called “territorial solution”
to Hitler’s “Jewish Question.” Here is a compilation of Goebbels’s
statements about Jews and Judaism so you can judge the man for
yourself. Softcover, 280 pages, #848, $22.

The Jewish Hand in the World Wars
By Prof. Thomas Dalton. Throughout history, Jews have played an
exceptionally active role in promoting and inciting war, says the
author. With their influence in government, we find recurrent
instances of Jews promoting hardline, uncompromising stances and
actively inciting people to hatred. The author maintains that Jewish
misanthropy, rooted in Old Testament mandates, and combined
with a ruthless materialism, has led them, time and again, to instigate
warfare if it served their larger interests. This fact explains much
about the present-day world. This book examines in detail the Jewish
hand in the two world wars. Along the way, Dalton dissects Jewish
strategies for maximizing gain amidst warfare, reaching back centuries.
Softcover, 198 pages, #790, $16.

Hitler on the Jews
Of the millions of words written on Adolf Hitler, virtually none
quote Hitler’s exact words on this topic. Hitler’s real words and
ideas are far more complex than most authorities will admit.
Hitler was a well-read man. He had a broad knowledge of
history, culture, religion, human biology and social evolution.
But this portrayal does not suit those in power today. They
need the public to think of him as a foaming-at-the-mouth
demagogue. To accomplish this goal, they need to ensure that
no one reads his actual opinions about Jews. Softcover, 200
pages, #847, $16.

Confederate Monuments
Subtitle: Why Every American Should Honor Confederate Soldiers and
Their Memorials. Why is the Left targeting Confederate monuments
for removal and destruction? Its sinister efforts to eradicate American
history do more than just offend the living. They are an insult to the
honor and memory of one of the most courageous and patriotic
American servicemen the world has ever known: the Confederate
soldier. Throughout this densely illustrated work, the award-winning
author sprinkles scores of additional Confederate images from the
Victorian era, along with dozens of poems, quotes and genuine inscriptions from Confederate statues, all of which add further educational
value to this powerful primer. Softcover, 432 pages, #807, $22.
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Everything You Were Taught About
American Slavery Is Wrong, Ask a Southerner!
This important 1,000-page work by Lochlainn Seabrook decimates the
deceitful view of slavery annually churned out by Yankee mythologists.
Lavishly illustrated with over 500 intriguing images, a helpful “world
slavery time line” and a detailed index of significant historical figures,
Seabrook lays out the truth about slavery that will shock you. Contains
3,500 notes and a 2,000-book bibliography. The foreword is by black
educator Barbara G. Marthal. Softcover, 1,020 pages, #749, $35.

Lincoln and his unconstitutional and unjustifiable war. In this handy
book, Seabrook examines the politically incorrect statements they
don’t want you to know. Included here, among 230 footnoted entries,
are Lincoln’s controversial, even un-American, views on his presidency,
the government, the U.S. Constitution, states’ rights, the Union, his
war on the South, abolition, slavery, colonization, African-Americans,
Mexicans, “mulattos,” the Confederacy, the Southern people, his
Emancipation Proclamation, Jesus, the Bible, Christianity and more.
Softcover, 150 pages, #778, $13.

A Rebel Born: A Defense of Nathan B. Forrest

Confederate Flag Facts: What Every American
Should Know About Dixie’s Southern Cross

Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest was an ingenious Confederate officer
who won all but one of the battles he led; a philanthropist who gave
generously to family, friends and charities; and a humanitarian who not
only spared the lives of numerous Yankees on the battlefield, but who
freed his slaves years before Lincoln issued his proclamation. But, according to most authors, Forrest was a violent redneck, a racist, a slave
trader, a philanderer, an illiterate hillbilly, the founder of the KKK and
“the butcher of Fort Pillow.” Softcover, 822 pages, #776, $35.

Is the Confederate battle flag truly a symbol of “hatred, racism and
slavery,” as liberals maintain? Or is it a symbol of Christian brotherhood and freedom? Says the author, it’s a sacred emblem of Southern heritage, history and honor—one which every Southerner should
be rightfully proud of. Award-winning historian Lochlainn Seabrook
corrects the falsehoods about the South’s most famous ensign: the
Starry Cross. In the process, he provides the true history of the Confederate States of America. Softcover, 356 pages, #730, $22.

Everything You Were Taught About the
Civil War is Wrong, Ask a Southerner!
Lochlainn Seabrook sets the record straight on hundreds of commonly
misrepresented topics about the Civil War in this easy-to-read, welldocumented reference book. Learn the truth about the causes of the
war, the secession movement, African-American slavery, conditions of
the slaves, Blacks who supported their masters, the true history of abolition, the Confederacy, the Union, Jefferson Davis, Abraham Lincoln, Reconstruction, liberals vs. conservatives, the real Emancipation
Proclamation, conduct of Union and Confederate soldiers and more.
The foreword is by African-American educator Nelson W. Winbush,
a grandson of the Confederacy’s only black chaplain. Includes over
1,000 endnotes, a 700-book bibliography and is indexed. Softcover,
illustrated, 266 pages, #729, $20.

The Unquotable Abraham Lincoln:
Quotes They Don’t Want You to Know!
After reading this eye-opening book by Col. Lochlainn Seabrook,
you’ll know that the real Lincoln has been carefully concealed from us
by his worshippers, some of whom are simply uninformed, while
others will stop at nothing to keep you from learning the facts about

The Darkest Dawn: Lincoln, Booth
& the Great American Tragedy
Many books have discussed the killing of Lincoln, but few have shown
us the immediate aftermath of the president’s assassination: the public
panic, the news that other members of the cabinet had been targeted
or attacked, the massive manhunt for Booth, the arrest of the alleged
conspirators and a populace begging for revenge—all of this happening
even as a war was still raging. This story has never been told with the
power of The Darkest Dawn. Author Tom Goodrich brings to this
narrative the gripping accounts of eyewitnesses, from the moment of
the assassination—seen through the eyes of attendees—right up
through the manhunt for Booth, the executions of the conspirators
and more. Softcover, 376 pages, #842, $22.
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The Crusaders: The War for the Holy Sepulchre

The Great Boer War

By Alfred J. Church. The Crusades were not “bald Christian aggressions against the Muslims.” Here is a wonderful retelling of the
stories of the First, Third and Eighth Crusades, narrated by a fictional
“wandering Jew” (cursed to live until the Second Coming of Christ).
The author explains how the Islamic military conquest of huge areas
of the Byzantine empire sparked off the call to crusade, and then
weaves the story of some of the most famous characters and events
of the Crusades. From the dizzying successes of the First Crusade
to the recapture of Jerusalem by the Muslims, the reader will meet
Richard Lionheart, Duke Godfrey, Saladin, King Louis of France
and others. The reader also discovers the full tragedy of the ill-fated
“Children’s Crusade” and more. Softcover, 175 pages, #746, $15.

Sir Arthur Conan Doyle wanted to know what war looked like up
close. He volunteered and served in the British army’s medical corps,
and was thus able to experience the conflict firsthand. His ensuing
book was the first complete chronicle of the Anglo-Boer War. First
published in 1902, Conan Doyle’s book became the standard by
which all other histories of that conflict were measured. In it he laments that the Boers were a tougher opponent than Napoleon. Two
dozen pictures from the conflict. Softcover, 262 pages, #744, $15.

The Third Rome: Holy Russia,
Tsarism & Orthodoxy
By Dr. Matthew Raphael Johnson. Academic historians, liberals
and communists have been fashioning a fantasy world around Russian
history for nearly 100 years, spreading slander and myth about an
entire population. Here’s the first book in English that sets out to
defend the history of czarist Russia from an internationally acknowledged expert on Russian history and Slavic studies. Chapters on
every major Russian ruler from the earliest times to Karensky. Includes
chapters on the Ivans, Peter the Great, Catherine the Great, Alexander I, II and III and Nicholas I and II. Very nicely designed.
Must reading! Softcover, 246 pages, #368, $25.

Pale Rider: The Spanish Flu of 1918
and How it Changed the World
In 1918, the Italian-Americans of New York, the Yupik of Alaska and
the Persians of Mashed had almost nothing in common except for a
virus—one that triggered the worst pandemic of modern times and
had a decisive effect on the history of the 20th century. With a death
toll of between 50 and 100 million people, the Spanish flu of 1918–
1920 was the worst human disaster in all of recorded history. Laura
Spinney recounts the story of the pandemic, tracing it from Alaska to
Brazil, from Persia to Spain, and from South Africa to Russia. Telling
the story from the point of view of those who lived through it, she
shows how the pandemic was shaped by the interaction of a virus and
the humans it encountered—and how this devastating natural
experiment put both the ingenuity and the vulnerability of humans to
the test. Softcover, 352 pages, #864, $20.

The Fall of the Congo Arabs
Written by one of the commanders of the European-financed force
sent to eradicate the thousand-year-old Arab slave trade in Africa,
this book tells of the Congo-Arab War of 1892 to 1894. European
intervention against the Arab slave trade started in 1876. The Arab
slave trade in black Africans—started soon after the first Muslim incursions into North Africa in A.D. 640 and continued until the
1920s—encroached all the way to central Africa. From there, Africans
were sold into slavery by other Africans—many of them converts to
Islam—or by Arab colonists, all directed from the Islamic slave-trading island outpost of Zanzibar. Softcover, 136 pages, #791, $14.

Lost in the Jungle
A classic study of African wildlife, culture and native tribes as they
existed in the mid-1800s, written by the first European explorer to
confirm the existence of gorillas and pygmies. Paul du Chaillu describes in detail African life before the advent of European colonization, and the practices, culture and environment that existed. Read
of witchcraft trials, and the tribe members’ astonishment at their
first sight of a White man, their amazement at everyday items such
as clothes, shoes, socks, hats, a music-box and a mirror and how the
Apingi tribe appointed him king. Restored and reset edition, complete with original illustrations. Softcover, 200 pages, #794, $15.

Victory or Violence? The Story
of the AWB of South Africa
By Arthur Kemp. The dramatic story of South Africa’s far right Afrikaner Weerstandsbeweging (Afrikaner Resistance Movement) and its
charismatic leader Eugéne Terre’Blanche. The AWB was responsible
for the most serious campaign of bombing and violence in South Africa’s
history as apartheid came to an end in 1994, and no understanding of
that country’s history is complete without this updated eyewitness account. Softcover, third edition, 302 pages, #612, $22.
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The Perfectibilists: The 18th Century
Bavarian Order of the Illuminati
By Terry Melanson. Describing this enigmatic secret society in
meticulous detail, more than 1,000 endnotes are included, citing
scholars, professors and academics. Contemporary accounts and the
original documents of the Illuminati themselves are covered as well.
Copiously illustrated and featuring biographies of more than 400
confirmed members, this survey sheds light upon this 200-year-old
mystery. The shadowy Illuminati grace many pages of fiction as the
sinister all-powerful group pulling the strings from behind the scenes,
but very little has been printed in English about the actual Enlightenment-era secret society, its activities, its members and its real legacy.
First choosing the name Perfectibilists, their enigmatic leader Adam
Weishaupt soon thought that sounded too bizarre and changed it to
the Order of the Illuminati. Softcover, 531 pages, #836, $25.

Plague of Corruption: Restoring
Faith in the Promise of Science
By Dr. Judy Mikovits and Kent Heckenlively, J.D. With a foreword
by Robert F. Kennedy Jr. From her doctoral thesis, which changed
the treatment of HIV-AIDS, saving the lives of millions, to her
spectacular discovery of a new family of human retroviruses, and her
latest research which points to a new golden age of health, Mikovits
has always been on the leading edge of science—and paid a heavy
price for bucking the medical-pharmaceutical-vaccine rackets. When
she was part of the research community that turned HIV-AIDS from
a fatal disease into a manageable one, she saw science at its best. But
when her investigations questioned whether the use of animal tissue
in medical research was unleashing devastating plagues of chronic
diseases, such as autism and chronic fatigue syndrome, she saw
science at its worst. Have we been including deadly diseases in the
vaccines we have been using for generations? Can we trust the
medical professionals about the Covid-19 pandemic? Do they really
care about us or do they care more about protecting their reputations
and profit streams? Hardback, 272 pages, #867, $28.

Unmasked: The Coronavirus Story
Written by investigative journalist Susan Bradford, Unmasked: The
Coronavirus Story uncovers the political and financial networks of the
Deep State that are shaping the government’s response to the
coronavirus and riots inspired by the death of George Floyd in Minneapolis. This book will reveal, among other things: how the Affordable
Care Act financially devastated the healthcare industry and independent

health insurance providers; what the collaboration between the Department of Defense and the Department of Health and Human
Services means for the healthcare industry and ordinary citizens; the
identity and networks surrounding the extremely powerful lady whose
multinationals are driving defense and healthcare policy around the
world; striking parallels between the Chinese communist revolution
and the riots; how community organizers help big business and undermine democracy; the fragility of the global system juxtaposed
with the power of Big Pharma; and much more! Softcover, 118
pages, #875, $20.

The Politically Incorrect Guide to Climate Change
By Marc Morano. Updated to include a new section on the Green
New Deal! The world is spending $1 billion per day to prevent global
warming. A UN scientist has said that the oft-quoted “97% consensus”
on global warming was pulled from thin air. Climate policies are
crushing the world’s poor. The Paris Climate Accord would theoretically
postpone “global warming” by four years—and cost $100 trillion.
Climate change has been blamed for prostitution, bar-room brawls
and airplane turbulence. Climate change activists say we should
protect our kids—by not having them! Meanwhile, recent “hottest
year” claims are based on statistically meaningless year-to-year data.
Major hurricane landfalls in the United States have declined over the
last 140 years. F3 or larger tornadoes have been in decline since the
1970s. Antarctica is actually gaining ice. Carbon dioxide levels today
are 10 times lower than in some past ice ages. Much, much more.
Softcover, 200 pages, #856, $24.

The Soviet Experiment: Challenging
the Apologists for Communist Tyranny
Br. Dr. Matthew Raphael Johnson. The USSR remains one of the
least understood of all societies despite its having only existed in the
20th century. It stands as the great embarrassment of the globe’s
liberal elite and they do all they can to mystify their role in creating
and supporting this totalitarian disaster. One of the reasons it remains
so misunderstood is that very few can wrap their heads around
depravity of this magnitude. Dr. Matthew Johnson explains the catastrophe of the Marxist Soviet Union and the ideological fog
behind which it hid for so long. Softcover, 241 pages, #835, $25.
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Rivonia Unmasked! The South African
State’s Case Against Nelson Mandela, 1964
This book was the White South African government’s official version
of the 1963-1964 “Rivonia Treason Trial” which saw eight top
South African Communist Party (SACP) and African National Congress (ANC) leaders, Nelson Mandela included, sentenced to life
in prison for their plan to seize power by violence in South Africa
and turn it into a Marxist state. Two appendices focus on Mandela’s
position as a high-ranking communist and the Jewish support structure of the ANC. Softcover, 186 pages, #828, $16.

The Naked Communist: Exposing
Communism & Restoring Freedom
By W. Cleon Skousen. Soon after its quiet release during the height of
the “Red Scare” in 1958, The Naked Communist exploded in popularity,
selling almost 2 million copies and finding its way into the libraries of
the CIA, FBI, the White House, and homes across the U.S. From the
tragic falls of China, Korea, Russia and the UN, to the fascinating
histories of Alger Hiss, Whittaker Chambers, Elizabeth Bentley and
Gen. MacArthur, The Naked Communist lays out the entire graphic
story of Communism, its past, present and future. Readers gain a
unique insight into the inner workings of Communism—its appeal,
history, unchanging concepts, even its secret timetable. What are the
45 goals of Communism and how did they implement 44 of them? Updated in 2017, The Naked Communist is more relevant now than it was
60 years ago. Hardback, 452 pages, #878, $27.

The Civil War in France:
The Paris Communist Uprising of 1871
A gripping account of the infamous and short-lived 1871 “Paris
Commune,” or communist uprising, in France’s capital city, written
by the founder of communism. Karl Marx’s book was one of the
first written to discuss the impact of the commune, which briefly
ruled Paris from March 18 until May 28, 1871. Acting as a
lightning rod for socialist radicals, the commune quickly dissolved
into the usual “dictatorship of the proletariat” and began stripping
away civil liberties and creating state enforcement agencies to
enforce the ensuing terror. The “Decree on Hostages” made it
legal to arrest, imprison and convict any critic of the state. Thousands
were murdered in this manner. It is estimated that up to 20,000
people died during the short rule of the commune. Softcover, 146
pages, #849, $15.

Indian Fighter: The Life of Gen. George A. Custer
By Frederick Whittaker. Although Union Brevet Gen. Custer is mostly
known for his “last stand” at the Battle of Little Bighorn in 1876 (he
was a colonel again by then), this dashing commander was in reality
one of America’s finest generals. His career started with the Union
Army during the Civil War, and ended after numerous highly successful
campaigns in the Plains Wars against the Indians. This dramatic
biography, first produced in the year of his death, draws upon family
and other original sources and takes the reader on a swashbuckling
ride through some of the greatest engagements of the Civil War,
through to the battles, shocking atrocities and wars against the Indians.
Softcover, 684 pages, #795, $30.

Black Flag: Guerrilla Warfare on the Western
Border, 1861-1865—A Riveting Account of a
Bloody Chapter in Civil War History
By Thomas Goodrich. From 1861 to 1865, the region along the
Missouri-Kansas border was the scene of unbelievable death and destruction. Thousands died, millions of dollars of property were lost,
entire populations were violently uprooted. It was here that some of
the greatest atrocities in American history occurred. Yet, in the great
national tragedy of the Civil War, this period seems a minor episode.
Drawing from a wide array of contemporary documents—including
diaries, letters, and firsthand newspaper accounts—the author presents
a hair-raising report of life in this merciless guerrilla war. Bushwhackers
and Jayhawkers, soldiers and civilians, scouts, spies, runaway slaves,
the generals and the guerrillas all step forward to tell of their
terrifying ordeals. Softcover 192 pages, #817, $20.

Scalp Dance: Indian Warfare
on the High Plains, 1865-1879
By Thomas Goodrich. Some of the most savage wars in world history
were waged on the American Plains from 1865 to 1879. From the
Sand Creek Massacre in 1864 through Custer’s Last Stand in 1876 to
the final defeat of the mighty Sioux and Cheyenne nations in 1878,
Scalp Dance reveals the bloody, bitter clashes between two cultures—
one bent on conquest, the other defending its land. Drawing heavily
from diary accounts, letters and personal memoirs, a tale of life and
death on the prairie has been crafted. Individual fates are told, each its
own drama. It also discusses the brutality with which the Indians
treated their enemies, most of which is glossed over in today’s history
books. Softcover, #210, 340 pages, $22.
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9/11 Evil: Israel’s Central Role in
the Sept. 11, 2001 Terrorist Attacks
By Victor Thorn. The evidence compiled points a finger at Israel’s
Mossad as a major player in the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist attack on
America. “We already know why 9/11 was done,” Thorn said, “and
that the WTC towers were demolished. But most everyone wants to
shy away from who ultimately did 9/11.” In the author’s opinion,
Israel played a central role in the 9/11 terrorist attack, and he presents
his body of evidence. Softcover, 123 pages, #789, $15.

White Revolt! An American National Socialist History
By Leon Dilios. Here is the true story of National Socialism in the
U.S. presented through the personal experiences of its members. Beginning in the 1960s, George Lincoln Rockwell held mass rallies in
Chicago and elsewhere. Following Rockwell’s assassination, Frank
Collin opened “Rockwell Hall,” in memory of his fallen commander,
headquarters of the National Socialist Party of America. Over the next
10 years, NSPA activism made world headlines and generated a
landmark free speech Supreme Court ruling. Riots, street battles,
bombings, shoot-outs, arrests and legal prosecutions culminated in
“Operation Skokie,” when uniformed stormtroopers threatened to
“invade” the Jewish suburb with swastikas flying, unless their rights to
free speech were restored. Softcover, 312 pages, #826, $20.

America’s Secret History
By Steve Harris. Utilizing the little-known 1953 Reece Committee
revelations of the House of Representatives, the Carnegie, Rockefeller,
Guggenheim and Ford foundations have systematically controlled
education and the high-level appointees to the U.S. State Department
for the last century. Here’s conclusive proof that there has been one
attempted coup d’etat, and three successful but peaceful coups in
America’s history. America’s Secret History shows how the Deep State,
the Federal Reserve and world governments caused this to happen.
Hardback, 216 pages, #862, $26.

Epstein: Dead Men Tell No Tales
By Dylan Howard. Here is the unedited story behind the sick life and
odd death of Jeffrey Epstein that is being called one of the most
significant scandals in American history. Epstein was the close confidant
of presidents, prime ministers, movie stars and British royalty—the
mysterious self-made man who rose from blue-collar Brooklyn to the
heights of luxury. But while he was flying around the world on his
private jet and hosting lavish parties at his private island in the Caribbean—possibly monitored by multiple intelligence agencies including
the Mossad—he was also secretly masterminding an international
child sex ring—one that may have involved the richest and most
influential men in the world. Softcover, 232 pages, #859, $23.

NEW! The Suppressed History of the West
Immigration, Subversion and Colonization from Rome to America and Russia

Here it is in one volume—the suppressed history of Western civilization as seen through the eyes of
some of the most popular and prescient writers of the era, compiled by George Larson, Ph.D. and published by THE BARNES REVIEW. It is Larson’s contention that America has not been free for some time
and has, in fact, been controlled by the Global Elite based in London. He provides evidence that the
assassination of JFK and Martin Luther King Jr. both were ordered from London. But that is only a
small part of this book. It also delves into those who have been pulling the strings of history since as far
back as the Roman Empire and how mass immigration is one of the tools they use to control and
destroy nations. Each chapter in this 385-page book is based upon the works of dozens of familiar
authors and the books they have published that prove Larson’s contentions. Masterfully, Larson weaves
it all together in one cogent, cohesive and compelling narrative. What is the Secret Society of Moses?
What role do the Venetians play in history? Who created the Roman Catholic Church? How, really, did Europe sink into a Dark
Age? What is the purpose of modern art? Was there a Khazar invasion of America and the West? What about the “elite” presidencies
of Roosevelt I, Roosevelt II and Wilson? Even Willis A. Carto’s work “Revenge of the Neanderthal” is included. So much in this
book that this space is too small to fully describe all that is covered in this provocative work. Softcover, 385 pages, #952, $24.
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